The importance of the covenant to the government is highlighted by the decision of the Chancellor to transfer £35 million from fines levied on the banks for attempting to manipulate the LIBOR interest rate to the MOD for use in supporting the armed forces community.

The aim of the fund is to support the two principles of the armed forces covenant:

1. Applying for funding
2. Funding criteria
3. Recently funded projects
4. Upcoming deadlines
5. See more like this
• that members of the armed forces community should not face disadvantage in comparison to other citizens
• that special consideration is appropriate in some cases, especially for those who have given most such as the injured and the bereaved

Applying for funding

The next armed forces covenant (Libor) fund panel will meet in early June with an MOD deadline for applications of 3 May 2013.

The panel includes members of the MOD’s Armed Forces Covenant team, representatives from our key partner charities and the Treasury.

Once a bid has been received by the MOD it is allocated a reference number. Please quote this number in any subsequent correspondence.

If you are interested in submitting a bid to the Libor fund please see the ‘Libor fund application form and terms and conditions’

Funding criteria

In the next tranche of funding, bids relating to families or mental health will be preferred. More generally, bids must:

• support the aims of the armed forces covenant (projects supporting families and mental health preferred)
• have a clear demonstrable benefit to the armed forces community
• demonstrate value for money
• be deliverable and practical
• be for a one off cost; we cannot fund ongoing costs such as maintenance
• originate from a reputable organisation
• be non profitable: projects must not generate a profit
• range from £10,000 to £5 million

Bids must not:

• top up existing grants and aids where they come from another government department
• benefit only one person
• be repeat or regular projects that require a source of uncommitted funding
• fund research
• fund investments
• constitute fundraising activities
• fund staff costs beyond a 24 month period
• provide endowments (to provide a source of income)
• fund projects or activities that the state has a legal obligation to provide
• provide retrospective funding for projects that have already taken place
• fund a wage subsidy
• support contingency costs
as part of scrutiny for value for money we are unlikely to fund management or professional fees

Don’t forget that if your project does not meet these criteria you may wish to check out the separate criteria for funding from the Community Covenant Grant Scheme.

Recently funded projects

The first £1 million of the armed forces covenant (Libor) fund was allocated to the Fisher House Project at Queen Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham in December 2012.

A further 15 projects were funded in the first tranche of funding in March 2013:

- **UK4U Thanks!** Christmas boxes will send Christmas boxes to every member of the armed forces who is away on operations on Christmas Day in 2013 and 2014
- **Royal Navy and Royal Marines Childrens Fund** are going to produce a tri-Service, national booklet for Service families where a member of the family has Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
- **Felix Fund** will provide five day normalisation breaks to all 32 Explosive Ordinance Disposal teams expected to return from Afghanistan in the next 12 months, including outdoor pursuits such as rock climbing, abseiling and caving
- **RAF Widows Association** will offer training for those who are the first point of contact for new widows and widowers, providing friendship, practical support and counselling
- **Tickets for Troops** will work with event organisers to provide free tickets to musical, sporting, entertainment and cultural events for distribution to Service personnel and those who have been medically discharged
- **Combat Stress** are adding experienced community psychiatric nurses trained in addiction management to each of 14 Combat Stress Community Outreach teams for 3 years
- **Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen and Families Association (SSAFA) Short Breaks** will offer holidays for children of Service personnel, who have additional needs and/or a disability, allowing young people to develop their social skills and gain independence and providing respite care for Service families
- **SSAFA Support Groups** will establish mutual support groups providing emotional and practical help to families dealing with loss or struggling to cope with an injured loved one
- **SSAFA Mental Health First Aid** intends to train 200 veterans and members of forces families as Mental Health First Aid Trainers to detect the early signs of mental health problems
- **Combat Stress** will complete phase two of a 24 hour telephone helpline providing a stigma free first approach for help with mental health issues across the UK
- **SSAFA Health, Wellbeing and Transition** will develop of a minimum of 200 separate mentoring relationships offering one to one individual support through a volunteer mentor to wounded, injured and sick Service leavers out of Personnel Recovery and Assessment centres
- **National Memoriam Arboretum** will instigate a programme of improvements at the National Memorial Arboretum where the Armed Forces Memorial is the prime visitor attraction
• **Army Family Federation** will create an armed forces covenant cell within the AFF to ensure that Army families have equitable access to provision of public services and are not disadvantaged by their military service

• **Navy Family Federation** will create a regional network of Covenant Practise Experts, employing service spouses, to drive forward implementation of the armed forces covenant at a local level

• **RAF Family Federation** will create a network of RAF Family Federation regional representatives to liaise with local authorities and RAF units and families to better promote the armed forces covenant

**Upcoming deadlines**

3 May 2013: MOD deadline for applications to armed forces covenant (Libor) fund early
June 2013: Armed Forces Covenant (Libor) Fund Panel to consider bids

**More like this**

**All detailed guidance about**

• [Support services for military and defence personnel and their families](#)

**Related detailed guidance**

• [Armed forces community covenant](#)
• [Government support for the Armed Forces](#)
• [Mental health support for the UK armed forces](#)
• [The armed forces covenant](#)
• [Community Covenant Grant Scheme](#)
• [Covenant achievements delivered](#)
• [Armed forces covenant commitments](#)
• [What the covenant means to you](#)
• [Monitoring covenant delivery](#)
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